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past, the steam pipes crack and echo in the mounting heat;
and we recall almost with emotion our fading illusions—the
speed, the ten-foot driving-wheels, the trestle bridges.
Yet American romance is nowhere more persuasive than in
railway travel. Trains wear delicious names. " Scouts,"
" Pathfinders," and " Navajos," redskins of every imagin-
able celerity, stand throbbing with steam up at platforms ;
firemen in overalls look down, horn-spectacled and slightly
self-conscious, from the tall cabs of waiting locomotives and
shift cigar-ends in their mouths; soft Alabama voices
gently exclaim " All aboard" ; the driving-wheels fly
round and grip the rails; and the whole caravan—" Scout,"
" Sioux," or " Pathfinder "—moves off with a last gleam
from the pictorial emblem on its rear platform. But there
romance is ended. For, as the town goes by, it moves
sedately; but through the wider world beyond it moves
sedately still. The " Raider " (my names and times are
inexact, but the impression is clear) ambles across a con-
tinent at twenty miles an hour, rising at unusual moments
to twenty-five ; " Scouts " race behind it—but no faster ;
and the " Navajo " flutters his eagle feathers with the same
gentle pace. Even the terror of the continent averages a
genteel forty-eight. This mild progression affords a pleasant
shock to Europeans, mesmerised by impressive nomenclature
and the legend of American speed. We are so used to
catching something more humbly named " the ten o'clock "
and whirling into Scotland behind two pairs of racing
wheels. The fells above Penrith have seen us pounding
down towards Carlisle without an emblem or a name—but
sixty miles an hour. How wise the sage Bostonian, who
announced that " of all the forms of mental crudity, that of
growing earnest over international comparisons is probably
the most childish.1'
Yet even comparisons should be just;   and justice,
remembering the full horrors of European railway catering,
will recall with gratitude the marvels of meal-time on
American trains, to say nothing of the more bizarre attrac-
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